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The Straits of Gibraltar by John Varley

Painted in 1825. Watercolour on paper, 29 cm x 54 cm.
Currently located in the British Embassy in Rabat, Morocco.

John Varley (1778 – 1842) was an English watercolour painter and 
astrologer.  In 1818 he published a List of Colours and suggested the 

use of cobalt blue which had been in commercial production for only a 
decade. See the article on Cobalt Blue on pages 8-9.



2019 Mt Taranaki by Mila Renault
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From the President
We hope you’ve had a relaxing summer break and 
are facing the New Year refreshed and energised. 
This edition of the newsletter features some of your 
paintings done over the holiday period.

We’ve got a full range of workshops for you in 2019, 
beginning with Svetlana Orinko’s weekend workshop, 
Painting Flowers in Watercolour, which is already fully 
booked. We’ve organised an autumn safari to Akaroa 
thanks to our Patron, Adrienne Pavelka. Our monthly 
Wellington and Kapiti Outdoor Painting Groups, 
co-ordinated by Martin Jenkins and Audrey Moore, 
offer painters in those areas opportunities for plein air 
painting and contact with other artists.

Our Annual General Meeting takes place on 10 March 
at the Karori Arts and Crafts Centre. The AGM notice 
accompanies this newsletter. We would like to recruit 
some additional committee members and hope that 
some of you who provided valuable assistance with last 
year’s Splash might like to serve on the committee.

After five years in the position, I will be standing down 
as president. A new president will be elected at the 
AGM. I’m confident that our organisation is in good 
shape. Membership stands at over 450 – the highest it 
has ever been. Five years ago, only about 30% of our 
members were from outside the Greater Wellington 
region. Now it’s 45%, so more and more of our newer 
members are coming from outside the capital. 
Watercolour New Zealand is becoming much more of a 
national organisation. This is largely thanks to our on-
line presence. Most of our new members say they found 
out about us through an internet search.

I would like to thank the Watercolour New Zealand 
Committee for their support over my term as president, 
in particular two past presidents, Alfred Memelink 
and Sue Wild. We’re an organisation of volunteers and 
Watercolour New Zealand couldn’t function without the 
committee and those of you who help us out in other 
ways, particularly during our annual Splash exhibition. 
I’ll continue to help Watercolour New Zealand in any 
way I can but it’s time for somebody new to take over 
the reins.

John Toft

President, Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

Welcome to our new members: 
Frances Mitchell (Auckland) • Sheng Yue & 
Elaine Wang (Wellington) • Allysia Hunter 
(Petone) • Karilyn Brown (Bay of Plenty) • 

Shirley Jones (Auckland) • Malcolm Akehurst 
(Whakatane) • Tania Akehurst (Murupara) • 
Jacob Hickson (Upper Hutt) • Zac Hickson 

(Upper Hutt) • Jade Posthuma (Upper Hutt) 
• Dani van Nierkerk (Upper Hutt) • Maureen 

Sudlow (Whanganui) • Joanne Mahoney 
(Whangamata) • Tina Seifarth (Whangarei) • 

Maryann Mckee (Wellington) • Pauline Roberts 
(Ashburton) • Leonie Fraser (Lyttelton) • Justine 
Burgess (Wellington) • Elise De Silva (Auckland) 

• Mila Renault (Hamilton) • Tania Morrison 
(Dannevirke) • John Goodhind (Hastings)

FabrianoInAcquarello is a conven-
tion held in the medieval city of 
Fabriano, Italy every year since 2009. 
It aims to be the strongest conven-
tion of watercolours in the world. 
Any artist from any country can join 
the community. Each country makes 
its own selection according to rules 
set by InArte Fabriano. The 2019 
convention is on 25-29 April with 
artists from 70 countries participating. There will be plein air and 
portrait sessions, demos from top masters, workshops, seminars 
and art materials on sale. Many artists will be painting and sharing 
knowledge and passion!

Olá! 
My name is Mila Renault and I am a joyful Brazilian expat living 
in New Zealand. I was born in the huge, chaotic city of Sao Paulo. 
The move to Hamilton was a turning point in family life and meant 
fertile soil for my art.

As a child I was always sketching from nature or painting the 
landscapes I saw in mama’s Nat Geo magazines. My favourite place 
was at my grand aunties’ art studio. I grew up with art materials 
and paintings and learned to admire watercolour. Mastering the 
medium has been a life goal and probably, I do have ‘paint in my 
blood!’

I attended art classes from 8 years old. In 1989 I won first prize 
in a Children’s Art Contest with a watercolour showcasing global 
warming. At 13 I began education at a Lyceum of Arts & Crafts, 
followed by a year of Watercolour course. However, art was not 
a promising career in my country, so I went to Architecture and 
Urbanism School. I remember during a figure drawing class, the 
teacher asked if I was in the wrong school … Maybe he was right! 
After graduating, a job designing interiors and buildings, then 
marriage and two children kept me apart from my passion. 

My husband and I left a good career and a lovely apartment to 
pursue a different lifestyle in New Zealand. We decided I should 
not work for several months to have time to settle the kids. That 
was the perfect pretext for me to start over. With a little box of 
coloured pencils and watercolour in a backpack, I started to 
sketch the city parks and the Waikato River. I submerged myself in 
creative energy and all that childhood passion came back to me 
energetically, almost as an addiction. 

Since then, I have taken online courses and workshops. Oriental 
painting classes have added confidence to my brushstrokes and 
an online course “Mastery Watercolour” with tutor Angela Fehr 
shaped a more personal vision. A key to progress was an online 
challenge of 30 days of daily painting with no previous drawing. 
This discipline was a break-through! Now in my early forties, I 
don’t have time to lose!

The energy of painting en plein air is indisputable. You connect to 
the land and find the passion you need for a masterpiece. One of 

From a New Zealand Back Yard to Representing Brazil in Fabriano
By Mila Renault

my recurrent themes in 2018 was Mount Taranaki. I first painted 
the mountain from a family holiday bach near Stratford. With clear 
weather and views to the top, I produced an ‘untouchable’ sketch 
of the magic scenery. I never tried to repeat that first scene as I 
was afraid of failure. 

Last November an assignment entailed recreating a painting using 
different value, colour and composition approaches repetitively 
and in different sizes. That was the opportunity for me to rework 
that beloved piece from Taranaki and try a bigger version (half 
imperial 56x38cm) for my Country Selection for the Exhibition in 
Fabriano, Italy. I knew what I wanted for the painting: almost two 
thirds for the sky and the volcano, with a bold violet to contrast 
the lush greens of the fields. 

The watercolour is named Mana, a Maori word, which for me 
means the power of the reconnection to my inherited art and 
the contact with nature that I achieved in New Zealand. I am very 
glad to be selected among outstanding artists from the Brazilian 
delegation and I bless the opportunity to be painting nature. 

I am also happy that my paintings have been purchased in New 
Zealand and Brazil by private collectors and I am working now 
with Art Posts Gallery in Hamilton on paintings inspired in the 
city. Nevertheless, I still have many brush miles to establish my 
own style. I have to walk slowly and steadily to progress further. 
Fortunately, I have a stunning backyard to paint and memories of 
my joyful birthplace still fresh in my mind.

Our next Safari...

AUTUMN PAINTAWAY TO AKAROA 
5–8/9 April 2019

We have decided to rename our Safaris! They are now 
called ‘Paintaways’.

You are invited to join a Watercolour New Zealand 
Paintaway to Akaroa, on Banks Peninsula, south-east 
of Christchurch. We’ll have a long weekend to paint, 
enjoy the scenery and each other’s company. Painta-
ways are for everyone. New painters will be supported 
by experienced painters. Non-painters are welcome. 
Come and make new friends. 

Akaroa is a pretty village steeped in French history, 
facing an inland harbour and backed by an amphi-
theatre of hills. There are views and historic buildings 
waiting to be captured in watercolour, all within 1 km of 
the planned accommodation.

For further information email:
bookings@watercolournewzealand.co.nz

(Subject line: ‘Paintaway’).

Note:  Book accommodation direct with the motel –  
 the sooner, the better!



A Pool on the River Greta near Rokeby Chirk Aqueduct

Drop Gate in Duncombe Park

Greta Bridge

Study of Sea and Gulls

An example of a painting from Cotman’s last 
period when he used a paste medium
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Many artists will know ‘Cotman’ as the brand name of Winsor & 
Newton’s student grade watercolours but perhaps know little 
about the artist after whom they were named. 
John Sell Cotman was born in Norwich in 1782. Like Turner, he 
was the son of a barber. When John Opie, a celebrated portrait 
painter of the time, visited Norwich Cotman’s father sought his 
opinion about his son’s prospects. Opie’s verdict was blunt: “Let 
him rather black boots than follow the profession of an artist.” 
Undeterred, at the age of 16, Cotman set off for London, “to learn 
to be a painter.”
In London he found work colouring aquatints but, as his son later 
put it, “not being treated as he fancied he ought,” he left the fol-
lowing year. Cotman was fortunate to be noticed by Dr Thomas 
Monro, a prominent physician - he treated the madness of King 
George. Monro was a keen amateur artist whose extensive art col-
lection included works by most of the leading artists of the later 
eighteenth century; he also knew everybody who was anybody 
in the art world of the time. Dr Monro had the idea of gathering 
young artists together at his house in the evenings where they 
would copy works from his collection. He provided the materi-
als, gave them supper and paid the artists the equivalent of a full 
day’s wages for a labourer for their evening’s work. 
For Cotman, who had not received any formal tuition, the op-
portunity to study and to copy paintings by the foremost artists of 
the era was a godsend. In 1800, at the age of 18, he exhibited six 
works at the Royal Academy and the same year was awarded ‘the 
larger Silver Palette’ by the Society of Arts, a prize which had been 
won by Turner seven years earlier. 
For the next two years, Cotman, who lived in Soho, supported 
himself by making drawings for sale by local art dealers. In June 
1800 he set off on his first painting tour, travelling through Wales, 
where he painted in the company of Thomas Girtin. At this stage 
of his career, Cotman was strongly influenced by Girtin, using 
a grey monochrome under-painting with suggestions of local 
colour. From 1802 to 1804 he painted with John Varley, a force-
ful character four years Cotman’s senior, who was a both a born 
teacher and an artist of repute. Martin Hardie in Water-colour 
Painting in Britain wrote “Cotman was no imitator of Varley, but 
it seems reasonable to accept that from Varley he absorbed that 
use of pure colour, laid in clean flat washes - a complete alteration 
from his previous technique - which he was to adapt so individu-
ally to his own purpose.”
In 1802, Cotman had the good fortune to find a patron, Francis 
Cholmeley of Brandsby Hall, 15 miles north of York. Cotman 
spent the next three summers at his house giving lessons to Mrs 
Cholmeley and her four daughters and exploring the surrounding 
countryside. His biographer, Sydney Kitson, described this period 
as the three most impressionable years of his life. Cotman himself 
said it was the time of the real inspiration for the full development 
of his art. 
He was never again to reach the same heights. During these three 
summers that he produced his most famous watercolours includ-
ing Greta Bridge, Chirk Aqueduct and The Drop Gate in Duncombe 
Park. 
In 1805 the Society of Painters in Water-Colours held its inaugural 
exhibition, the first in the world devoted exclusively to watercol-
our. The following year, Cotman was turned down for member-
ship and decided to return to his hometown, Norwich. Once 
there, he immediately opened a solo exhibition of over 400 works 
and started a School for Painting in Watercolours and Design, 
charging higher tuition fees than the other established art schools 
in the area. Neither of these two undertakings met with much 
success. However, he did have better luck with a circulating collec-
tion of paintings and drawings which were lent out to subscribers. 

John Sell Cotman (1782-1842)
By John Toft

Cotman was elected president of the Norwich Society of Artists in 
1811 but his efforts to sell his work were largely unsuccessful. 
Towards the end of the first decade of the 19th century, Cotman’s 
focus shifted from landscape to architectural subjects and from 
watercolour painting to etching. Perhaps he hoped printmaking 
would prove more lucrative than painting. 
In 1812, Cotman moved from Norwich to Yarmouth on the Nor-
folk coast at the request of his patron, Dawson Turner, a wealthy 
Yarmouth banker. For a salary of 200 pounds a year he was en-
gaged to tutor Turner’s wife and daughters two days a week. The 
rest of the time he spent drawing examples of the Norman and 
Gothic buildings of Norfolk – Dawson Turner was a prominent 
member of the Society of Antiquaries. These drawings formed the 
basis for a book of etchings entitled Norfolk Architectural Antiqui-
ties. 
After the defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo in 1815, Englishmen 
could again travel to France. In 1817 Dawson Turner sent Cotman 
off to Normandy to make drawings of Romanesque architecture 
for comparison with similar structures in Norfolk. Cotman made 
two further voyages to Normandy, in 1818 and 1820. Drawings 
selected by Dawson Turner were to be reproduced as etchings in 
a book to be entitled Architectural Antiquities of Normandy. So the 
central chapter of Cotman’s career was played out as a draughts-
man of architectural subjects and a printmaker. He did paint some 
watercolours of Normandy, most of them produced after the pub-
lication of his book of etchings. For these paintings he adopted a 
more colourful palette, perhaps in an attempt to emulate J.M.W. 
Turner.
The strain of his journeys to Normandy and the stress of prepar-
ing his book of etchings for publication coupled with constant 
money worries led to Cotman suffering bouts of severe depres-
sion which plagued him for the rest of his life. On one occasion he 
received a visit from his old friend John Varley, who was informed 
by a servant that her master was very ill and going to die. Varley 
demanded to see the invalid: “Why Cotman, you’re not such a fool 
as to think you’re going to die! Impossible! No such thing! I tell 
you there are twenty years for you still to come.” Varley, known as 
‘Vates’ (Latin for ‘prophet’ or ‘seer’) or ‘the Astrologer’ had pre-
dicted the deaths of two fellow artists, Paul Mulready and William 
Collins, with uncanny accuracy. Cotman was to live for a further 
nineteen years and three months. 
In 1823 Cotman returned to Norwich where he took up painting 
again. In 1825 he was elected an Associate of the Old Water-Col-
our Society but chose to submit few pictures to their exhibitions. 
The works he did submit rarely sold. He described himself as still 
“but a mere drawing master – the very thing I dreaded most on 
setting out in life.” Around 1830 he changed his style again, using 
a medium, probably flour or rice paste, which when mixed with 
colour remained moist for longer and could be dragged about, 
lifted and manipulated using a hog’s hair brush. 
In 1834, he was appointed Drawing Master at King’s College in 
London. In 1841 he returned to Norwich for nearly two months 
and received some measure of recognition as an artist of impor-
tance. There he set about making a large series of drawings. His 
old friend and patron, Dawson Turner, warned him of the dangers 
of stress and burn-out. Cotman replied “‘tis as impossible to pass a 
fine subject and not to book it as it is for a miser to pass a guinea 
and not pick it up.” Six months after he returned to London, Cot-
man became seriously ill. He died on July 24, 1842.
Throughout his life Cotman struggled for recognition and to 
find a market for his paintings. He is now regarded as one of the 
leading figures in the history of watercolour. Cotman’s sense of 
pattern and design – his paintings have been compared to Japa-
nese woodblock prints and stained glass windows – is particularly 
admired. In the opinion of Laurence Binyon, Keeper of the Prints 
and Drawings Department at the British Museum in the early 
1930s, “Cotman made the most perfect examples of pure water-
colour ever made in Europe.”



Doris Lusk
Acropolis, Onekaka (The wharf)

Christchurch Art Gallery Te Puna o Waiwhetū;
Lawrence Baigent / Robert Erwin bequest, 2003

Doris Lusk
Study of the Bridge, Clutha River

Christchurch Art Gallery Te Puna o Waiwhetū;
Presented by the Friends of the Robert McDougall Art Gallery 1985

Doris Lusk
Lyttelton Harbour

Christchurch Art Gallery Te Puna o Waiwhetū;
donated from the Canterbury Public Library Collection, 2001

Doris Lusk
Hills from Springfield

Christchurch Art Gallery Te Puna o Waiwhetū;
donated from the Canterbury Public Library Collection, 2001Doris Lusk

Beyond Porter’s Pass IV
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“Doris Lusk holds a significant position in twentieth century New 
Zealand art as a modernist painter of her generation. Noted for her oil 
landscapes and the freedom she brought to her watercolours in the 
1960s. She was awarded a Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council Travel Grant 
in 1974 and took study leave from the University of Canterbury and 
travelled to Europe, Canada, and the United States for several months. 
Lusk exhibited extensively throughout New Zealand and is represented 
in most major public collections.” - Grant Banbury, May 2009.

From intricately constructed early landscapes in oil paint through to 
imaginative explorations in luminous acrylic and watercolour her paint-
ings resonate with a sense of place. Throughout her career she was 
fascinated with industrial motifs in landscape settings using different 
techniques and media. 

Doris More Lusk was born in 1916 in Dunedin, but spent most of her 
childhood in Hamilton where she was encouraged to paint by a woman 
neighbour. In 1928 the family returned to Dunedin, and Doris had one 
year at the Arthur Street primary school before entering Otago Girls’ 
High School in 1930. She left school in 1933 before matriculating to 
enrol at the King Edward Technical College (Dunedin Art School) to 
study art. Lusk attended the art school in Dunedin from 1934 to 1939. 
Her teachers included J D Charlton Edgar and R N Field. Edgar provided 
Lusk with the technical knowledge of landscape painting, and it was 
through his teaching that she came to paint the landscapes of Central 
Otago. Field’s influence was more indirect, as he introduced students 
to contemporary British art theory and practice. Through him Lusk 
became familiar with the writings of Roger Fry and Clive Bell. Field also 
taught her pottery. Another figure important to her early development 
was Russell Clark, whose life-drawing classes Lusk attended for several 
years during the 1930s. Many of the School’s students became firm 
friends, including Colin McCahon, Anne Hamblett, Rodney Kennedy, 
and Toss Woollaston.

Soon after leaving art school Lusk found work as a commercial ticket 
writer and also taught art part time at the two private schools of St 
Hilda’s Collegiate School and Archerfiels College. In 1940 she held her 
first solo exhibition in the studio she rented with friends in Moray Place.

Doris married Dermot Holland, an engineer, in December 1942 and 
they moved to Christchurch where they had three children. During this 

time Lusk’s output slowed. She remarked that if she was able to paint 
six paintings in a year then she considered that this was pretty good. 
She looked after her family by painting in the kitchen and it was not 
until the late 60s that she was able to have a studio of her own.

Art historian Julie King noted that Lusk’s significance lies within con-
straints as during the post–war period social assumptions empha-
sized women’s roles - she challenged these expectations and gained 
recognition as one of New Zealand’s leading painters. For much of her 
life her art was fitted into her personal life so that visits to friends and 
family holidays became her opportunities for painting.

Christchurch at this time was home to The Group which consisted of 
artists who exhibited together annually. The group was an informal 
but highly influential art association formed in Christchurch in 1927. 
It was initially begun by ex students from Canterbury College of Art. 
Its aim was to provide a freer, more experimental alternative to the 
academic salon painting typical of The Canterbury Society of Arts. 
The Group was continually at the forefront of the New Zealand avant–
garde scene. During the 40s and 50s she relied almost exclusively on 
the exhibitions of The Group as an outlet for her work. Many of the 
country’s best-known artists were associated at some time with The 
Group; among them were Colin McCahon, Bill Sutton, Toss Woollas-
ton, Rita Angus, Olivia Spencer Bower, Leo Bensemann, Rata Lovell-
Smith, Phillip Trusttum, and Douglas MacDiarmid. 

The literary community in Christchurch centred on the Caxton Press. 
There was a great deal of contact between the two groups – Allan 
and Betty Curnow, Charles Brasch and James K Baxter. Brasch not only 
bought a number of Lusk’s paintings but also reproduced examples of 
her work in Landfall. Another friend was composer Douglas Lilburn. 

Art historian Lisa Beavan commented “Lusk began painting at a time 
when artists were developing a new landscape iconography incor-
porating structures such as gasworks, bridges, and railway stations 
into their work. These landscapes showed the relationship between 
structures and the land around them”. This was very typical of much 
of Lusk’s work. Toss Woollaston’s subjects of the Nelson terrain 
encouraged McCahon and Lusk to work there too. Favourite loca-
tions included the Nelson region, Central Otago and Banks Peninsula. 
Tobacco Fields, Pangatotara, Nelson (Auckland Art Gallery) was the 
outcome of Doris’s sketching outdoors with Colin McCahon. The two 
artists exchanged the resulting oil paintings with each other.

Doris Lusk and The Group
By John McDonnell In the 60s she began experimenting in watercolours. She used 

outings with her children (and later with her grandchildren), as 
opportunities for sketching or painting watercolours directly from 
the landscape. These watercolours are fresh and spontaneous 
with a diversity of pure hue to produce a sunny effect. The colour 
was applied in a variety of ways, such as brush marks to create 
space or dabbed or sprayed on to present boulders, stones, sand, 
scrub and the patina of other natural ground cover. 

Not all of her watercolours are purely watercolour as she used 
mixed media such as crayon, graphite pencil, coloured pencils, 
charcoal, etc. Pen and ink was often used and demonstrated her 
fondness of and remarkable ability at drawing. The media and 
tools she utilized were suited to the subjects she was describing 
– eg. pen and ink for sharp thistles. or to outline and emphasise 
the shape of rocks. In the 70s she developed a process which 
involved using a wash to apply acrylic to canvas which grew out 
of watercolour techniques. Some of these canvases look like 
watercolours. This involved brushing and flicking paint on to wet 
canvas creating blurred and stained effects similar to watercolour 
painting. She used this splatter technique effectively in her paint-
ings of Kurow.

On her return to New Zealand from her overseas art tour she 
painted a series of ten watercolours of awnings. She was fasci-
nated by the ways in which the arches surrounding the public 
squares of Bologna and Venice were draped with cotton fabric 
during summer. These watercolours are now owned by The Auck-
land Art Gallery. In 1979 Lusk began painting buildings that were 
being demolished in Christchurch. These paintings were made 
with watercolour, acrylic, and pencil. She also painted a number 
of watercolour portraits and still life studies. She was appointed to 
the staff of Canterbury School of Fine Arts in 1966 and continued 
to teach and mentor young artists until 1981. 

Career as a potter: Lusk was a pioneer potter in New Zealand 
and taught pottery at Risingholme Community Centre until 1967. 
She was president of the Canterbury Potters Association from 
1970-1972.

Lusk exhibited prolifically throughout her life, before being 
elected president of the Canterbury Society of Arts in 1982, and 
passing away eight years later. The first retrospective exhibition 
of Lusk’s work was held at the Dunedin Public Art Gallery in 1966. 
A second was held at the Dowse Art Museum in 1973. A major 
exhibition of her landscape works was held at the Christchurch 
Art Gallery in 1966. To mark the centenary of Lusk’s birth in 1916, 
exhibitions were held at the Dunedin Public Art Gallery and the 
Christchurch Art Gallery in 2016.



Svetlana Orinko: I used Cobalt Blue Light here a lot:  As a pure pigment in 
the sky and on the leaf.  Mixed with Rose Madder and Aureolin on the pet-
als and in the background flowers. 

Svetlana Orinko: I used pure pigment here and let it mix itself 
with Dragons Blood at the top.

Parrish Blue by Max Parrish, 1967
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By Sue Wild
Cobalt Blue is a fascinating colour with a much longer history 
than many pigments we use today. It’s name reflects a dubious 
history. 

Victoria Finlay, in her delightful explorations into the history of 
colours explains that cobalt came from mines in Persia. “It is a de-
cent metal on its own but it attracts a nasty companion, arsenic, 
so the European silver miners who often came across it hated 
it, gave it the name of a gremlin and for centuries they threw it 
away before it ate their feet and attacked their lungs.” In German 
folk legend Kobald was a vicious sprite who lived in the earth and 
resented intruders. People prayed for protection from cave-ins 
caused by Kobalds. 

A Google search reveals that cobalt in the human body is supplied 
through dietary intake. It helps absorb and process vitamin B12 
and helps treat illnesses such as anaemia and some infectious 
diseases. ‘Normal’ cobalt levels, without added exposure, should 
be below 1.0 microgram per litre of blood. A blood test is used to 
monitor workers who are exposed to cobalt in the manufacture 
of steel and tungsten carbide tools or cobalt compounds in pig-
ments for paints. Victoria Finlay’s finding that “it is a decent metal” 
may be questionable.

Cobalt blue dates back to the 8th and 9th centuries, when it was 
used to colour ceramics and jewelry. In China it was valued for the 
creation of the distinctive blue and white patterned porcelain. In 
1802 a purer alumina-based version was discovered by French 
chemist Louis Jacques Thénard and commercial production 
began in France in 1807. The first recorded use of cobalt blue as a 
colour name in English was in 1777. 

In 1818, watercolourist and astrologer John Varley suggested co-
balt blue as a good substitute for ultramarine, writing in his List of 

Colours: “Used as a substitute for ultramarine in its brightness of 
colour, and superior when used in skies and other objects, which 
require even tints; used occasionally in retrieving the brightness 
of those tints when too heavy, and for tints in drapery, etc. Capa-
ble, by its superior brilliancy and contrast, to subdue the bright-
ness of other blues.” Varley was particularly skilled at the laying of 
flat washes of watercolour which suited the placid, contemplative 
mood that he often sought in his paintings. (see Page 1)

Painters such as J. M. W. Turner, Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Claude 
Monet and Post-Impressionists such as Vincent Van Gogh started 
using the new pigment as an alternative to expensive ultramarine. 
Van Gogh declared to his brother Teo, “Cobalt (blue) is a divine 
colour and there is nothing so beautiful for putting atmosphere 
around things …”

American artist Maxfield Parrish (1870 – 1966) gained such ac-
claim for his use of cobalt that it is sometimes called ‘Parrish Blue’. 
Parrish’s art is characterized by vibrant colours, which he achieved 
through glazing. This process involves applying alternating bright 
layers of oil colour separated by varnish. He was wildly successful 
in popular art.

The Wikipedia definition: “Cobalt blue is a blue pigment made 
by sintering cobalt (II) oxide with alumina at 1200 °C. Chemically, 
cobalt blue pigment is cobalt (II) oxide-aluminium oxide, or cobalt 
(II) aluminate, CoAl2O4.” 

Every pigment can be identified by its Colour Index Generic 
Name. Cobalt Blue is Pigment Blue 28, abbreviated to PB28. The 
Winsor & Newton classification of permanence measures lightfast-
ness and chemical stability of paint. Cobalt Blue is labelled as: AA 
- Extremely Permanent. It is given a semi-transparent rating.

For the artist, cobalt blue is extremely stable, light-fast and com-

Cobalt Blue

patible with all other pigments. It is the closest to a pure primary 
blue, uninfluenced by red or yellow. For this reason some artists 
like to use it as their preferred blue. However, when it comes to 
mixing colours, most watercolour artists hold several blue pig-
ments in the palette. Cobalt can be used for glazing. It can be built 
up, wash after wash. It is often used to cool an area of a painting, 
pushing it into the background. 

What do Watercolour New Zealand artists say about 
cobalt blue?

I chose to ask the artists who rated highly in the People’s Choice 
vote at Splash 2018.

Adrienne Pavelka writes: “A quick flick to Google revealed 
that many great artists like Monet, Picasso, Van Gogh (and Alfred 
Memelink!) all used Cobalt blue to great effect in landscape or still 
life.

Cobalt blue, a glorious pure pigment, is my favourite and most 
used blue. l rarely mix with it as it’s opaque consistency can 
dull other colours although l do add transparent magenta for a 
warmer blue or cyan blue for cold. Just a brush stroke of pure 
cobalt straight from the tube can add a “ping” to a muddy area or 
when thoroughly dry, edges can be softened and cirrus clouds 
created with a firm eraser. You puddle around with Cobalt blue at 
your peril!

l have always accepted that cobalt is quite an expensive colour 
but as l need it and couldn’t do without it – so what!”

Dianne Taylor has cobalt blue in her paint box but says “I have 
used it now and then over the years, but what for, I cannot re-
member. I use Ultramarine Blue, Cerulean and Prussian Blue.” 

Noleen McKeen: “I use cobalt blue for the sky in landscapes, 
starting by wetting the paper, then painting from the top down, 
which gives a realistic gradient. I also find Cobalt Blue useful for 
painting sea and mountains and I mix Cobalt Blue with different 
shades of yellow as it makes amazingly vibrant light and dark 
green tones. It can be mixed with red tones to produce a lovely 
purple. I use Cobalt Blue and Indigo mixed together to make an 
interesting grey.”

Svetlana Orinko: “Cobalt Blue is an absolute ‘must have’ on my 
pallet. This pigment has a lovely personality and mixes beautifully 
with others. It granulates too which is a thumbs-up from me. It’s 
one of three primaries: Cobalt Blue Light, Rose Madder Genuine 
and Aureolin Yellow - all single pigment paints that I can’t live 
without! I can mix endless beautiful transparent greys with those 
three pigments. Greys are my favourite colours. And I love paint-
ings that have subtle neutral grays to complement bright colour 
on the main subject. 

Cobalt Blue Light from Winsor & Newton is my preferred brand 
for this pigment. I rarely use it on its own, but love mixing it with 
Dragon’s Blood for the distant mountains in the landscape. It’s a 
bit pricy, but definitely worth it. I buy it from K. Bromley Art Sup-
ply Shop in UK in the largest tube – 30 ml.

Source: Book: Color. A Natural History of the Palette by Victoria 
Finlay, Published 2002



Colour by Helen Wilson

Chair by Ali Hehir

East Takaka Church by Andrew James

Aberdeen Angus by Richard Acey

Beach combing by Richard Bolton
The Marlborough Flyer by Brian Baxter

Tui by Rebecca Ngapo Waikanae Estuary by Vivian Manthel-French

Friend by Jan Thomson

Holiday sketch by Enid Dodds

Prep sketch 1 by Amanda Brett

Garden centre by Alan Collins
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Seizing the Summer
How members have captured their summer days in pencil and watercolour...



Ginette’s painting at IWS Nepal
with IWS Nepal leader NB Gurung

Plein air painting, Kathmandu

Local colour pigments shop, Kathmandu
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As a travel blogger, writer and artist, I get inspiration from my 
travels, especially exotic places with great heritage and architec-
ture.

It started with an email from the International Watercolour 
Society (IWS) Nepal to congratulate me that my painting Nice 
at Nightfall, France had been selected for exhibition at the 2nd 
International Watercolor Festival Nepal 2018 and an invitation 
to participate in a 7 day program. I have always wanted to go to 
Nepal, not to conquer the Himalayas but to visit all the magnifi-
cent UNESCO World Heritage Sites. What better reason to make 
the exciting trip and have the honour of being exhibited and 
painting alongside other watercolour artists from around the 
world. My flight to Kathmandu arrived very late at night to a 
warm welcome from IWS Nepal leader NB Gurung.

Day 1: The Opening
Yes, we artists can feel the presence of other artists. Everyone 
greeted each other during breakfast. The exhibition took place 
at the Nepal Art Council, Kathmandu. The event kicked off with 
10 artists demonstrating at the same time - different styles, sub-
jects and action happening under one roof. The grand opening 
ceremony was hosted by IWS Nepal with the honour of Nepal’s 
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Defence Ishwor Pokhre’s 
attendance. After lunch, we were taken to the Nepal National 
Culture Cooperation Centre to watch Nepali dance performanc-
es. Imagine a bunch of artists all trying to capture the best shots 
for our future painting references. 

This day was about experiencing Nepali culture from art to 
dance then to food. Dinner was a banquet, sitting at long tables, 
chatting to each other while being served Nepali food (pretty 
similar to Indian food, I reckon) and enjoying Nepali folk dance 
performed on stage. After a few shots of Nepali liquor, everyone 
was dancing and singing a popular song Resham Firiri which got 
stuck in our heads for the rest of the trip!

Days 2, 3 and 4: Here we come, Lumbini!
44 artists from around the world travelled with painting gear on 
a 10 hour bus ride from Kathmandu to Lumbini. I was fascinated 
by the skill of our bus driver. He avoided the random bikers, 
motorcyclists, crossing pedestrians and successfully overtook 
many trucks on the partially sealed narrow road. If we could all 
drive like this, we would have no traffic accidents in New Zea-
land, I was thinking! The distance is equivalent to Auckland to 
Hamilton, but because of the road conditions it took ten hours, 
including toilet breaks and a lunch stop. 

The following day we walked toward the Birthplace of Buddha 
– a living World Heritage site. We arrived at the main temple, 
washed our feet, and walked barefoot entering this sacred 
ground. We paid our respects to the Buddha and walked to the 
outdoor gardens which were mostly ruined by war long ago. 
We were guided by our Nepali fellow artists around the sacred 
grounds, and a group meditation took place before we went by 
tuk-tuk to see other temples built by different countries on the 
site.

The next morning we returned to the main temple, set up our 
gear and started to paint. It was peaceful and serene yet full of 
energy from the surrounding monks, pilgrims, and Bodhi trees 
covered in countless prayers flags. I had chosen a spot in front of 
the sacred pond to capture the temple. It was a wonderful expe-
rience. More plein-air painting and live demonstrations followed. 
It was practically a painting marathon!

Days 5 and 6: Painting in Kathmandu
Some fellow artists and I decided to take a flight back to Kath-
mandu instead of the long bus ride. We didn’t get a chance to 

conquer the Himalayas, but we did get a glance at the ridge 
during our 30 minute flight. It was magnificent. 

The next day, the group headed to Patan Dubar Square, a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site, with the main attraction being the 
ancient royal palace where the Malla Kings of Lalitpur resided. 
Artists were everywhere - sitting, standing, squatting on the 
rooftop of a roadside building to capture another breath-taking 
view. Locals and overseas visitors approached us with envious 
looks that we are able to paint these views, just like that! Isn’t it 
great to be an artist! 

We had great fun inspiring each other and learning different 
cultures through this international event. The Nepal earthquake 
in April 2015 damaged many World Heritage sites beyond repair, 
but still Nepalis are trying to rebuild with a strong spirit and 
friendly humility.

I find the best thing about travelling is to remind myself to 
appreciate what I have back home. I gained much more than I 
expected from this trip.

For my full Nepal painting travel blog and photos, please refer to 
my website https://www.ginettewang.com/blog

Painting trip with International Watercolour Society Nepal
By Ginette Wang

The International Watercolour Society is a global 
society, aiming to promote watercolour and water-
colour artists globally. As the newly appointed leader 
for IWS New Zealand branch, I would like to invite 
you to be part of our future events. IWS New Zealand 
will organise an international Watercolour event 
in the near future. Please follow us on the IWS New 
Zealand Facebook page for upcoming events. You 
are welcome to contact me if you wish to contribute 
in any way towards our future events. 

Ginette is an award-winning artist. She hosts
watercolour, sketching and Chinese painting 
workshops in New Zealand and overseas.

New Members welcome!   We are the national society for watercolour artists and welcome new 
members from around New Zealand. Membership includes our quarterly newsletter, workshops, social activities, 
exhibitions and discounts at art stores.  Annual subscription:  Member – $40  Couple – $50  Student (enrolled) – $15

Name  ................................................................................... Address  ...........................................................................................

Phone  ...................................................................................  .............................................................................................................

Mobile  ...................................................................................  .............................................................................................................

Email  ...................................................................................  .............................................................  Post code .........................

Please circle: I am a practising artist / a keen learner / an art appreciator / partner of member  ..................................

 President: John Toft 04 934 2699 jdtoft155@gmail.com

 Vice President: Sue Wild 04 526 7304 sue.wildnz@gmail.com

 Treasurer: Jill Hartstonge 04 567 6938 jillhartstonge@xtra.co.nz

Please post with subscription to:
   Membership, Watercolour New Zealand,
   PO Box 33088, Petone, Lower Hutt 5046, New Zealand

Watercolour New Zealand Bank Account: 010607-0026637-00

New members who would like a listing in the Artist Directory on our website, please email to: support@anuko.com



Second Best Fishing Spot in the World, Clutha, NZ by Jacky Pearson

Watercolour New Zealand Instagram feed

Saint-Cirq Lapopie by Sue Wild

On the way to Thredbo by Chan Dissanayake
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WORKSHOPS
To book a workshop or request further information:

Email: bookings@watercolournewzealand.co.nz

Instagram posts are overwhelmingly visual, fun and meant to be cre-
ated and consumed on the go, with nothing more than a smartphone 
and a creative eye. Many artists have found that Instagram is a great 
tool to promote their artwork and gain followings of loyal fans and 
collectors.

Instagram has continued to expand rapidly in 2019, with over 1 billion 
monthly active users. For those of you who either don’t yet have an 
Instagram account or who already do but aren’t having much success, 
the following information hopefully will help you create a visual diary 
that users will find worth paying attention to and following.

Images upload

Always post high-quality photos. That includes good composition, 
lighting, cropping, etc. Do not use Instagram filters. Treat your Insta-
gram as another online portfolio. In fact you can embed Instagram 
feed to your website for automatic updates.

Well, how to upload your perfectly edited finished photos from your 
desktop computer without having to first transfer the pictures to your 
phone? This is one of the frequently asked questions, and I want to 
share this simple trick:

Open your Instagram account in the Chrome browser. Right click with 
your mouse and choose ‘Inspect’, or just type Ctrl-Shift-I to bring up the 
Chrome developer window (you can safely ignore all of the intimidating 
code inside). Refresh the page (CTRL+F5) - now the website will effectively 
think your desktop browser is a phone browser; you should then see icons 
at the foot of your page. Hit the + icon and you should be able to browse 
your computer to upload an image. And that’s it!

Hashtags

Take advantage of the 30 hashtags that Insta-
gram allows you for each post. By using as many 
hashtags as possible you raise the chance of 
people coming to your posts. Avoid common 
hashtags that can have as many as several hun-
dred million images like #art, #painting, #studio 
etc.

Organize your works into galleries by hashtags, 
i.e. #(yourname)landscapes, #(yourname)flower-
painting. That way, people who like certain sub-
jects or types of your art can see all similar pieces 
at once simply by clicking those hashtags.

Bio

While small, your bio should be not underesti-
mated in its importance. It’s the only place where 
followers can click on a link. You can change the 
link depending on what you want to feature, but 
a link to your website or Watercolour New Zea-
land Artists Directory Profile is the perfect place 
to send fans who want to peruse and purchase 
your art.

2019 NEW TRENDS & FEATURES
Countdown

Build buzz and excitement with your followers 
while you count down to any upcoming event: 
exhibition, workshop, or auction on your website.

Add an interactive Countdown Sticker to your 
‘Story’ by selecting it from the sticker tray after 
taking a photo or video. Name your countdown, 
add an end date or time and customize the color 
before sharing to your story. Your friends can 
tap on your countdown to follow or share it to 
their own story; anyone who follows or shares 
your countdown will get a notification when the 
countdown ends.

Create a poll

Add a poll sticker to write your own question and customize the an-
swers. People can respond by tapping an option you’ve given. Once 
published, your followers can vote and see the results in real time. 
When you view your story and swipe up, you can see how many 
votes each option received and how each person voted.

Stories’ Highlights

Instagram Stories (posting multiple photos and videos) are great, 
but they disappear after 24 hours. Why devote resources to content 
that can’t be archived? How to turn ephemeral messaging into an 
effective tool? And that’s where the new Stories’ Highlights feature 
comes in: with this feature you can pin your best stories to your 
profile page, and keep them on your account indefinitely. Your fans 
and followers (and anyone else who visits your Instagram profile) 
will be able to see your Stories Highlights at the top of your profile 
and view the ones they want.

IGTV and vertical video

Instagram announced this huge new feature and separate app 
in the summer of 2018. If you’re not familiar with it, IGTV is, as 
Instagram puts it, “a new application for watching long-form, verti-
cal video from your favorite Instagram creators”. You’re no longer 
limited to 1-minute videos, either.

With so many reasons to use Instagram, why not to give it a try? 
Follow Watercolour New Zealand @watercolournewzealand and 
participate in our next 5-day Painting Challenge.

Instagram for Artists
By Inga Clemens

Class 2019/3       FOUR DAY WORKSHOP

Watercolour Impressions
Tutor: Australian artist Chan Dissanayake
This workshop will focus on how to capture mood and atmospheric effects of 
a subject such as mist and rain. We will start with simple subjects and progress 
to challenging techniques such as wet-into-wet.  If you enjoy the challenge of 
producing loose and bold watercolours, this is for you.  Chan is a leading artist 
from Canberra, known for his generosity in sharing his insights into watercolour 
techniques.
Date:  22–25 June 2019, 9.30am–5 pm

Venue:  Karori Arts Centre, 7 Beauchamp Street, Karori, Wellington

Class Level: Intermediate to experienced

Fee:  $420

Class 2019/4       WEEKEND WORKSHOP

Step by Step Watercolour
Tutor: Jacky Pearson
Jacky Pearson tutors at venues across New Zealand and overseas.  She has 
an excellent reputation as a teacher.  This workshop provides step by step 
demonstrations with plenty of individual attention.   Handouts and reference 
material are provided as well as 3-D teaching models.  A range of topics will be 
covered, including colour mixing, composition, tonal effects, brush handling, 
drawing, and perspective.
Date:  20–21 July 2019, 9:30am–5pm

Venue:  Karori Arts Centre, 7 Beauchamp Street, Karori, Wellington

Class Level: Beginners and early learners

Fee:  $180

Materials:  All materials are provided. Come and have fun getting started or improving.

KARORI ART & CRAFTS CENTRE CLASSES
Tutor: Robyn Eastgate-Manning

Intermediate Watercolour Painting
 Date: Wednesdays   20 February - 10 April    Time: 7-9pm

Advanced Beginners Watercolour Painting
 Date: Thursdays    21 February - 11 April    Time:  7-9pm

Intermediate Watercolour Painting
 Dates: Tuesdays   19 February - 9 April 2019   Time: 9.30 am to 12.30 pm

Contact Karori Arts and Crafts   04 476 6817    info@kacc.org.nz

Class 2019/2       WEEKEND WORKSHOP

Recording Your Travels in Watercolour
Tutor: Sue Wild
This workshop will focus on how to produce a lively record of a trip, whether it 
be a month touring Europe or a weekend in Martinborough.  We’ll cover format, 
equipment, techniques and styles, adapting to weather, picking subjects and 
composition, catching figures.

Date:  4–5 May 2019, 9:30am–5pm

Venue:  Karori Arts Centre, 7 Beauchamp Street, Karori, Wellington

Class Level: All

Fee:  $175



16 – 17 March Workshop with tutor Svetlana Orinko – workshop is full

Sunday 10 March Watercolour New Zealand AGM: 2pm at Karori Arts Centre, Karori, Wellington

5–8/9 April Paintaway (Safari) to Akaroa

15 April Final day for entries for the Gordon Harris Online Watercolour Competition - details below

4–5 May Workshop on travel sketching with tutor Sue Wild - details on page 15

22–25 June Workshop with Australian tutor Chan Dissanayake - details on page 15

20–21 July Beginners workshop with tutor Jacky Pearson - details on page 15

Outdoor Painting Groups

WELLINGTON GROUP  10:00am  -  followed by coffee/brunch in a nearby café

17 February Jackson Street Clock Tower, Petone
17 March Parliament grounds, Molesworth Street, Wellington
21 April Thorndon Shops. Meet on the corner of Glenbervie Tce & Tinakori Road
19 May Breaker Bay, Seatoun. Just through the Pass Of Branda, at the start of

Breaker Bay Road.

KAPITI GROUP  10:00am    Coordinator: Audrey Moore (04) 904 6382

10 March Vicki Boffa’s garden, Manu Grove, Waikanae. Local Waikanae café
14 April Kirsty Faulkner’s garden, 115 Kaitawa Rd (off Otaki Gorge Road) Cross 

Kaitawa Bridge, end of road.  Bring own lunch.
12 May Waikanae River & bridges - railway & old State highway. Park at the 

SW end of the road bridge. Lunch at Maison 8 Cafe, 8 Main Rd Waika-
nae.

OTHER DATES for your Diary

The Gordon Harris
Online Watercolour Competition 2019

This is our annual competition of digital images of watercolour paintings. 
Paintings will be exhibited online at www.watercolournewzealand.co.nz
Entries can be submitted up to midnight 15 April 2019. A panel of judges 
will award four prizes:

Gift Cards for Gordon Harris Stores
1st: $200   2nd: $100   3rd: $50  People’s Choice: $50

RULES
•  Entry is open to current members of Watercolour New Zealand Inc. 

residing in New Zealand
•  One entry per member 
•  Open theme
•  The entry must be the original work of the member; must not be 

copied from another person’s painting or photograph
•  Entries must have been completed within the last 12 months
•  Entries exhibited in any other public or online exhibition are eligible
•  Digital images must be of publishable quality; approx. size 500kB.
•  Entries may be used for promotion of Watercolour New Zealand and/or 

Gordon Harris Ltd.
•  Entries close midnight 15 April 2019
•  The decision of the judges is final and no correspondence will be 

entered into

To enter: Make a digital image of the painting only, with no mat or frame.
Name the image in this format:  “Valley Mist by Alex Jones”.
Email the image to: sue.wildnz@gmail.com  Subject line: “WNZ Online 
Competition”.

The competition is managed by Watercolour New Zealand.
We wish to thank Gordon Harris Ltd for their sponsorship.

SUBSCRIBE AT
http://thenzartist.co.nz/subscribe.html

January February 19 ON SALE NOW!
featuring Glenys Forbes, Jane Whiting, Jewel Lynam, 

Lisa Wallace, Marcia Soanes and Tania Jack. 
In stores now!
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ARTISTS FORUM
Dougie Chowns  
Sketchbook, part 23

FEATURED INSIDE:   
• Glenys Forbes • Jane Whiting • Jewel Lynam • Lisa Wallace • 

• Marcia Soanes • Tania Jack •

ART MATTERS
with Ira Mitchell-Kirk

FEATURES
• Creative Sparks
• Forming Masters

FOCUS ON
NEMESH’S

SACRED ART RETREAT 

Series 6 Volume 2 Issue No. 32
January February 2019
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